
There are a few things that
make Steve’s Archery and
Fishing in Walla Walla,

Washington unique, and one that
makes it very similar to other pro
shops you have seen profiled in
ArrowTrade.

Let’s start with the differences.
This business is located in a vintage
log cabin situated alongside a busy
four-lane thoroughfare. It carries
bows from a single manufacturer.
The clientele is a mix of bowhunters
and fly fishermen.

Yet you could take Owner Steve
Hamilton out from behind his
counter and put him to work in any
of the larger retail businesses we’ve
profiled in the past year, and he’d
probably do just fine. He’s a good
bow technician, he understands
good customer service and he’s not
afraid to charge for his time.

When I came in Hamilton was
dealing with a customer who had
bought not one but two high perfor-
mance bows from eBay, the popular
internet auction site. Bob Laufer told
me he needed a quiver mount added
to one bow and wanted an aligner
style peep system on both of them.

As a young man, Laufer had
worked in bow assembly at the
Martin Archery plant on the west
side of town, and shot archery at the

time. He had been away from
archery for about 20 years, then he
jumped back in with both feet. He
liked the idea of having the fastest
single cam bow in the world, and
bought a McPherson Series Monster
by Mathews, not from a Mathews
retailer where he could have tried
the bow and other models, but from
an archer who sold it on eBay. Laufer
said he understood where all the
speed was coming from after experi-
encing the Monster’s aggressive
draw cycle. It’s not a bow he wanted
to have to draw repeatedly if the
peep did not come back straight for
him. “Instead of trying to do the
work myself I decided to come in
where it could be done right,” he said
of his visit to this
pro shop.

Laufer’s sec-
ond hard case
held another pre-
mium priced
model, a Hoyt
Carbon Matrix.
That bow’s origi-
nal owner decid-
ed he wanted a
different carbon
riser model from
the Utah bow
builder. About 30
days after the col-

lege custodian bought the Monster,
Laufer had a second nearly new bow
to shoot, one that offered more mod-
erate speeds and a more forgiving
draw cycle.

Laufer told me he was really
happy Hamilton could do the work
as he waited: He’d expected to have
to leave the bows for service. In fact,
he was so grateful to have both bows
serviced and ready to shoot that after
Hamilton rang him up for $24.20 at
the cash register, he set down a $10
tip. I wasn’t present for everything
that went on between the two, but I
can bet it didn’t include a lecture
from Hamilton about the perils of
shopping for archery equipment on-
line. By treating the customer with

Log Cabin Retailer Serves   
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Steve’s Archery & Fishing operates out of a log cabin leased from
the adjoining boat dealer. The authentic log structure has an easy-
care metal roof and plenty of parking. At right, a view toward the
fishing section shows the open ceiling and the poles that tie the
walls together so  the weight of the roof doesn’t spread them.
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respect, he almost guaranteed a
long-term business relationship. 

Laufer left around 4 p.m., and
from that point until Hamilton fin-
ished with the last customer 20 min-
utes after the posted 6 p.m. closing,
this compact pro shop was never
without traffic. A couple of sales
were in fishing supplies but mostly
people were in buying arrows before

the 3-D season
got underway in
earnest. The wide
selection includes
shafts from Gold
Tip, Carbon Tech,
Victory, Beman,
Easton and Quick
Strike. Easton’s
Excel is the most
popular shaft for
him at present,
Hamilton said,
due to its afford-
able price point.
He likes to use
Goat Tuff adhe-

sive for gluing in inserts, saying he’s
never had a problem with inserts
coming out. When he needed to re-
fletch, he reached for a gel-consis-
tency instant adhesive from AAE,
saying it was easier for him to con-
trol. Re-fletching is done with the aid
of a premium Bitzenberger jig.

As he worked on the arrow
orders, Hamilton had time to tell me

more about the log structure. It had
been built by the U.S. Forest Service
about 40 years ago, and was used
just a single year before the agency
relocated its office. An antiques deal-
er operated in it for decades, then an
adjoining boat dealer acquired the
property and put out a call to have
the structure torn down. When seven
offers came in to dismantle and
move the log building, the boat deal-
er realized the log structure had
more value than he realized.
Deciding it made sense to have
another outdoor business as his ten-
ant, he came to talk to Steve
Hamilton.  Hamilton liked the idea
of having his pro shop in a log build-
ing and of having his own parking
lot, so agreed to lease the Isaacs
Street location from the boat dealer.
“It just lends itself to my business.
When you see a log cabin you just
expect something sporting,”
Hamilton told me about the struc-
ture whose thick logs provide
strength, insulation and decoration.

Southeastern Washington
By Tim Dehn

Steve Hamilton sells only the Martin and Rytera brands built at
the factory where his son works full-time on bow design.
However, he’s happy to service any bow his customers bring to
him. Here the pro shop owner readies a Hoyt Carbon Element
purchased through the eBay auction site.

Hamilton takes a quick call before completing an arrow order for
a customer. Washington’s mild climate meant my mid-March visit
came as customers were preparing for the 3-D tournament season
to get underway.
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Before the move Steve’s Archery
and Fishing was located downtown.
Hamilton had bought out an existing
archery and general fishing store 11
years ago. Then when the owner of
the local fly-fishing shop closed it to
go into law enforcement, Hamilton
switched his fishing inventory over
to cater to those sportsmen. Today
his pro shop offers weighted lines,
lightweight rods and hundreds of
choices in flies and fly-tying sup-
plies. “Bowhunting and fly fishing go
hand in hand,” he told me. “Both are
quiet sports. A lot of my archers are
fly fishermen too. There’s getting to
be more fly fishing done around
here.”

Hamilton named several
streams and rivers that could be
fished within an hour’s drive of that
location. Fishing for steelhead,
which he described as a huge,
ocean-going variety of rainbow
trout, is open almost year-round.
Lower elevation trout streams would
be opening March 1, while high ele-
vation fishing would come open the
second weekend in June.

Walla Walla is located in a valley
and the mild climate means more
than year-round opportunities for
the fishermen that account for about
20 percent of this pro shop’s sales.
Even in mid-winter there are plenty
of sunny days where you can prac-
tice archery outdoors, and mid-

March sees the re-opening of the 3-D
tournament season. Hamilton and
many of his customers are members
of the Blue Mountain Archers and
they had a big shoot set for the week-
end of March 19-20. A total of 50 3-D
targets were already set out, broken
up into five courses. Four of them
were designed to be shot for score
while the fifth was set up as a “just
for fun” course to give shooters
something to do if the wait got too
long to get on the scored courses. 

While it is no longer the earliest
Western 3-D shoot, Hamilton said
the shoot the Blue Mountain Archers
put on at Camp Wooten could attract
500 archers that weekend, from
Oregon, Idaho, Washington and per-
haps Montana. Part of what they like
is the choice of targets. After having

Like archers, many fly-fisherman love to
tinker with their gear. In the photo below
and to the right are fly tying supplies,
including dried and dyed deer tails used
for the hair they supply. The photo at
lower right shows a selection of finished
flies. Steve Hamilton ties some of the flies
for steelhead fishing sold at his business.

Bob Laufer is a col-
lege custodian who
has bought two pre-
mium bows through
the internet. He
brought them in for
a little service work
by Steve Hamilton,
shown behind a
counter stocked
with hunting knives.
Hamilton served in
the Air Force and
then worked in the
medical industry for
14 years before
becoming an out-
door retailer.

Waterproof
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and FITA Field Faces
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This partnership is well beyond the standard vendor-dealer dynamic. 
In Brunton country, this is a handshake that means “we’ve got your 

back”…looking out for your business and your customer with the 
most comprehensive support program in the industry. Our Full-Line 

Partners have the confidence of knowing that they’ll be featuring 
items like our new Icon Series Optics exclusively, their margins are 
protected and unprecedented among industry standards, and the 

dedicated attention they receive from Brunton Hunting is unmatched. 

Become a Full-Line Partner today and receive an initial 
incentive of over $6,000 worth of product and merchandising 

support, and let’s hit the trail together. For more information 
call 307-857-4777 or email partner@bruntongroup.com

®

part·ner noun \ (pärt-ner also pärd)
a. one that shares
b. one associated with another…especially in an action
c. a member of a partnership…especially in a business

Riverton, Wyoming, USA 
www.bruntonhunting.com

THE NEW ICON�. AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH FULL-LINE PARTNERS
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two other brands on the range,
Hamilton said the club switched
over to the Rinehart 3-D Targets
made in Janesville, Wisconsin. “We
found the Rineharts held up so
much better, and when they need it
we only have to replace a core, not
the whole target. Even though the
initial cost is higher, we ended up
saving money. We’ve turned a lot of
clubs on to using Rineharts, because
of the savings and the ease of pulling
arrows.” With these targets,
Hamilton said “You don’t have to pull
your guts out.”

Martin Brands Only
If you attended that shoot and

saw a Blue Mountain Archers club
member carrying a Martin or Rytera
bow, there’s a good chance that they
bought it at Steve’s Archery &
Fishing. Like the local businessman
that served archers before him,
Hamilton carries only the brands
built at the nearby Martin plant.
“Martin makes a very good bow, they

offer good technology and a decent
price, so that’s what I’ve stuck with,”
Hamilton said.

Fishing gear takes up about 1/4
of the log building, and an indoor
range nearly half. That range does
double duty as a display area for
some of the bulkier items, like tar-
gets by Rinehart and Morrell, cases
from 30.06, Plano and GamePlan
Gear, and a nice selection of
Badlands packs. The available wall
and counter space in the archery
showroom and service area was
already filled, so unless Hamilton
hung bows from the vaulted ceiling,
he’d have to cut back on his invento-
ry of Martins and Ryteras to add
bows from another manufacturer.

Hamilton sells some of the pack-
ages from Martin Archery that
include bow and accessories, but
more typically he’ll put his own
packages together using Martin
bows and accessories from other
vendors. “About 70 percent of the
time I guess well. Sometimes they
want to go up in price on a sight or
an arrow rest, say from a Whisker

Biscuit to a drop-away.”
The Firecat 400 and the com-

pact, value-priced Exile have been
the most popular models so far in
the 2011 Martin line, Hamilton said.
“Bowhunters like the shape of the
riser on the Firecat 400 and on the
Firecat 360, the single cam version.
They like the ‘claw.’” He was referring
to a claw-like element centered in
the wide webbed area at each end of
the riser. It looks cool and also makes
a handy way to hang your bow on a
branch or bow hanger in the woods,
or on a peg at home. The pro shop
owner also believes the Onza 3 will
be a strong seller this year. All three
bows have an array of new features
for 2011, which Hamilton’s son
Aaron had a hand in creating as part
of the Research and Development
staff at Martin Archery.

Hammer Head Strings are made
using the new BCY Trophy material
with Gore fiber. Martin has devel-
oped a sophisticated new string-
building process that keeps these
strings under BCY’s maximum rec-
ommended tension while they’re
being twisted up, served and settled
in. Martin’s goal was to give cus-
tomers a string that offers no peep
rotation and no stretch.

The designers at Martin Archery
figured out a way to machine front
and rear quick-detach stabilizer
mounts into the bow riser. Once you
screw your stabilizer into the thread-
ed steel barrel bolt, you can loosen it
to slip the barrel bolt out of the side
of the riser, allowing you to easily

18

Log cabin interiors tend to be dark.
Hamilton has worklights positoned where
he needs good light, like above this com-
pact bow service area at left and where he
cuts and builds arrows at right. He keeps
his tools neat and has built comfortable
handles for the allen wrenches he uses to
adjust bow weight (see photo at left.)
Hamilton’s favorite purchased tool is the
Viper D-Loop Pliers at top. “That’s the best
tool on the market. Otherwise you have to
try to tighten loops with a pliers in reverse
and you can’t get them tight enough.”
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case your bow for transport.
Martin’s Torque Reducing Guard

or TRG allows the cables to move
over in line with the cams at full
draw, then angles the cables to the
side to provide a full measure of
fletching clearance as the string
returns to brace height at the shot.

You can order any of these bows
with the lower mount STS string stop
Martin has offered for years. But
Aaron Hamilton would tell you the
SOS String Oscillation Suppressor
that can be mounted off the cable
guard is a better choice. The design
team headed by Terry Martin devel-
oped this better mousetrap with the
aid of high speed photography. It
incorporates a slot that traps and
closes around the string, then releas-
es the string as the impact is
absorbed. Moving the string sup-
pressor to the central location
dampens the action quicker than
with a lower mount position, and the
clamping action of the SOS makes
this new style of string stopper dou-
bly effective.

Martin holds the patent on riser
mounted vibration dampers and has
used them for years, but the new
style combines a vortex-shaped rub-
ber element with a bullet-shaped
metal weight, a cool new look that
resembles a jet engine intake.

Pro Shop Owner Steve Hamilton
doesn’t discount the “cool factor.”
Hear is an example. Martin dips
these models  in Crimson Red,
Leopard Skin, Next Camo, a carbon
weave called Hunter Black, Bonz
Camo or Skulz Camo. Bonz Camo
incorporates animal skulls with
antlers attached, but the best seller
has been the Skulz camo pattern.
Hunters are attracted by the high
contrast between the black and
white, Hamilton said. When they
look close enough to realize the
white is formed by human skulls, the
reaction is often “that’s cool.”  Black
accessories are a good choice to go
with a Martin bow in the Skulz camo
pattern, Hamilton said, and a few
accessory manufacturers are starting
to offer the Skulz Camo finish.

Good Service
Walla Walla and the surrounding

area has a population of about
50,000, Hamilton said, and the clos-
est archery retailers are in LaGrande,
Oregon to the south or the Tri Cities,
Washington area to the west.  It’s an
hour drive to either. Hamilton told
me about other archery retailers who
were closer, but who had to close for
one reason or another. When I asked
him what helped him stay profitable,
he said people come to Steve’s
Archery and Fishing for the good
customer service. 

I’d watched Hamilton let cus-
tomers make up their minds about
equipment, explaining the features
that went along with a higher price
tag, like tool-free adjustments on a
sight, without putting any overt
pressure on them to spend more.
Hamilton’s son Aaron sometimes
lends a hand on busy evenings, but
most days Steve is the only one
behind the counter. “If someone
walks through the door I acknowl-
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edge them even if I’m really busy.
The guys are very good about wait-
ing. They understand that I’m the
only one here.” A lot of Hamilton’s
customers know each other, so they
share hunting or fishing stories, or
watch the outdoor video he’s got
playing to help pass the time. During
the 2-1/2 hours  I spent with him,
this retailer also dispensed advice
about where the fish were hitting
and where hunting access may be
obtained from friendly landowners.

Hamilton wouldn’t criticize the
service at his two closest competi-
tors, except to say he thinks the ser-
vice he gives is more personalized. “I
know some dealers who won’t give
you advice on how to fix your own
bow. They think it’s taking money
out of their own pocket. I try to train
my customers in what to do when
there is a problem and they’re out in
the field.”

Hamilton’s last customer of the
day was Steve Heinzman, assistant
manager at Saviah Cellars, one of the
many wineries that dot the Walla
Walla area. Heinzman is right hand-
ed and left eye dominant, and since
he’d taught himself to shoot a rifle
right handed he figured he could do
the same with a used bow. First he
tried shutting his left eye, but it had a
tendency to creep open and take
over. Then he went to a drugstore

and bought an eye patch, but found
that really uncomfortable. “So I
bought myself a $7 pair of flip-up
eyeglasses. That worked great with
electrical tape covering the left eye.”

Last turkey season, a gobbler
spooked at 10 yards when it caught
Heinzman trying to flip down his
custom eye wear. “I said ‘That’s it.
I’m getting myself a new bow.’” Since
his boss and a couple co-workers
were already customers of Steve’s
Archery and Fishing, it was logical
for him to come there.

The bowhunter chose a left-
hand Exile, a single cam in a com-
pact 30.25 inch length. Either
because it was a new model, or left
hand, it had been on order for sever-

al weeks. That didn’t seem to damp-
en the customer’s enthusiasm as he
selected a Whisker Biscuit rest and
Vital Gear bow sight. Hamilton set
the draw length and dialed the
weight down, then watched his cus-
tomer take a few shots on the indoor
range. “I enjoy archery,” Heinzman
told me. “It’s fun, it’s an addictive
sport.”

At least at Steve’s Archery and
Fishing, that addiction doesn’t come
at a high price. Heinzman’s new bow,
before accessories, set him back just
$376.99. “That’s another thing that’s
nice about Martin,” Hamilton told me
as I prepared to leave his rustic pro
shop. “They don’t have a starting price
of $800 on their bows.”

At right, Steve Heinzman uses a safe,
non-firing release aid to get his draw
length set correctly with the pro shop
owner’s help. Then the pair moved past
the center log wall and into the range
(above) for a little shooting. Since
Heinzman had been shooting from the
other side, Hamilton placed him close to
the backstop for these practice shots.
When he remembered to relax his bow
hand, as you’re seeing in the photo above
(and not in the photo at right), the winery
assistant manager was capable of good
groups with his new Martin Exile bow.

As in many pro shops, the range provides
additional space for bulky items. Hamilton
is next to a selection of packs from
Badlands and you can see targets and tar-
get faces along the opposite wall.
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WHEN YOU CAN’T GET OUT THERE, 

WE’LL BRING IT TO YOU! 
Bad to the Bone Bowhunting TV!
See it on Sportsman Channel in 2011!

Phantom Broadheads provide the 

confi dence to get closer to the 

biggest, baddest game on the planet.
Phantoms are famous worldwide for  bone splitting 
penetration, razor sharp blades, fi eld point accuracy and 
massive blood trails.

With super-strong sharpenable blades and a variety of grain 
weights and blade combinations Phantoms are one of the 
most dependable and versatile broadheads on the market.

__________WHAT THE PROS SAY

#4185-MX
85 GR. / 2-BLADE 

#4100-MX
100 GR. / 4-BLADE 

#4100
100 GR. / 4-BLADE

#4125
125 GR. / 4-BLADE

#4220
220 GR. / 4-BLADE “The performance and 

penetration of the 
Phantoms is phenomenal.”
Fred Eichler

Host - Easton Bowhunting TV

Owner - Full Draw Outfi tters 
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